Explaining diagnostic complexity in an intake setting.
A one patient-one illness paradigm is implicit in the history and theory of psychiatry, and in basic research. Yet, in clinical practice and treatment populations in general, more than one diagnosis per patient is frequently encountered. How clinicians formulate comorbidity by means of DSM-III has rarely been investigated. In this study, the ideas of clinical condition and that of its diagnostic complexity are used to analyze descriptive features of a large number of patients seen in an intake setting. Axis I of DSM-III is used to measure diagnostic complexity. Complexity is analyzed in relation to demographic variables, to ratings entered in the remaining axes of DSM-III formulations, to symptom levels of patients, and to decisions involving disposition. Results indicate that analysis of diagnostic complexity by means of DSM-III yields a definable structure and that it can be related meaningfully to clinical factors. The idea of information uncertainty in diagnosis, i.e., the opacity versus transparency of a clinical condition, is also used to explain results. The ideas introduced and studied are shown to have value for social psychiatric research.